AZ AER Spring 2021 Conference

May 7-8, 2021

Schedule of Presenters

(All times are Arizona/Pacific Standard Time)

Friday, May 7

8:00 AM

Leanna Baarda, Sue Marsh Woods, Keya Osbourne and Rhonda Underhill-Gray: Vision Rehabilitation in the Canadian Landscape: Vision Loss Rehabilitation Ontario and CNIB Foundation

Dan Brown and Amy Trollop: Mindfulness

Jayma Hawkins: All Things Prison Braille

10:00 AM

Lynda Nollmeyer: Making Books Accessible for All Ability Levels

Marty Schultz and Jason Stewart: Reinforcement Gamified Learning with Apps for Students from Pre-K to High School

Mike Stetter: Sensory Boxes for Virtual Learning

Jay Whipple: Introducing the Multi-Directional Omni-Sense Cane Tip

12:00 PM

Vicki Cuscino and Hailey Thoman: Honoring Our Disability Rights History
**Eva Prince**: Let’s Discover More About the Problem, Not Just Get a Score: Psychoeducational Assessment with VI Students

**Dorinda Rife**: Testing and Adaptations for Color Vision Deficiencies in Individuals with Visual Impairment

**Robert Robinson, Moderator; Gary Foster, Rosa Henderson, Sam Peluso, Panelists**: eSight’s Impact on Patient Outcomes

**2:00 PM**

**Jane Erin**: Transitions in School and Work: Stories from Autobiographies of People with Blindness or Low Vision

**Vicki Numkena**: Panel Discussion, Educational/Recreational Sports Programs

**Stephanie Steffer**: Using Baseline Data to Analyze Pre-Made CVI Activities

**4:00 PM**

**Christy Morrison and Vicki Numkena**: Camp Abilities Tucson and Camp Abilities Four Corners: Providing Summer Sports Camps for Athletes in the Southwest

**Saturday, May 8 (All times Arizona/Pacific Standard time)**

**9:00 AM**

**Katie Armstrong**: Creating Efficient Braille Readers: Setting the Foundation

**Matthew Bullis, Julie Rock, and Cynthia Woods**: Cool and Useful Devices and Apps for Greater Independence

**Nancy Raspiller**: What is NBA and How Can it Benefit You?
11:00 AM

Tanni Anthony: *Early Vision Screening of Young Children Ages Birth Through Five*

G. Cathy Byrne and Cecilia Onaiyekan: *Facilitating Orientation & Mobility for Little Ones: Observations from Southern AZ*

1:00 PM

Katie Armstrong: *Encouraging Special Educators to Utilize Disability Specific Strategies with Higher Levels of Fidelity: What I Have Learned Through Research*

Arnold Nippert: *Tips on Using iPad Apps with Children who Have Cortical Visual Impairments (CVI)*

Shelbe White: *Music Therapy Services for Individuals who are Blind or Visually Impaired*

2:30 PM

Jaime Pack-Adair: *CVI Interventions*

Pati Robitaille: *Considerations in Getting a Guide Dog*